RETHERMALIZER

“Elkay’s rethermalizer is a game changer for my business.
It helps me reduce food waste and labor costs without
jeopardizing the quality or meal consistency. With greater
efficiency in the kitchen I am now able to spend more time
managing my business and building lasting rapport with
my guests.”
- Ari Lleshi, Executive Chef & Restaurateur
Harvester Cafe

Efficiency. Consistency. Versatility.
Consistently bring your prepackaged foods to precise serving temperatures without sacrificing
quality, taste, or texture.

Elkay Rethermalizers
Elkay’s line of Rethermalizers are designed to efficiently bring prepackaged foods, from previously chilled or
frozen states, to serving temperatures without sacrificing quality, taste, or texture. With precise thermostatic
temperature controls you can ensure that even the most delicate or gourmet foods can be held at serving temperature for hours, without being overcooked. With its simplistic design and easy to use controls, even the most
novice of cooks or kitchen operators can utilize this piece of kitchen equipment.

Key Benefits

Industries of Use

Increase Efficiency: Heat and hold pre-prortioned
quantities in bulk, for hours until ready to serve.

•

Chain and Independently Owned Restaurants

•

Educational Institutions

•

Healthcare Facilities

Maintain Consistency: Previously prepared dishes
can be brought to the same temperature, at the
same time, by anyone in the kitchen.

•

Hospitality

•

Banquet Halls

Reduce Waste: Prevent overcooking or burning
common with other re-heating methods.

•

Supermarkets

•

Convenience Stores

Ensure Quality: Rethermalizing prevents any changes in product taste or texture while cooking.

Menu Versatility: Because meals are packaged, different items can be heated at the same time, without
cross contamination.

Certified to UL &
NSF Standards

Model

Lid Style

Casters

# Chubs

Basket Style

RTC-16-SL

Sliding Lid

NA

16

Clam Shell

✓

RTC-16-SL-CS

Sliding Lid

✓

16

Clam Shell

✓

RTB-14-SL

Sliding Lid

NA

14

Pouch Basket

✓

RTB-14-SL-CS

Sliding Lid

✓

14

Pouch Basket

✓

HRTB-14-SL

Hinged Lid

NA

14

Pouch Basket

✓

HRTB-14-SL-CS

Hinged Lid

✓

14

Pouch Basket

✓
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